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Abstract 

An effective performance optimization of industrial parks is urgently needed because of the 

importance of these parks. To develop a model to optimize the performance of industrial parks from 

the comprehensive perspectives of economy, society, and environment, the member assessment model 

was initially constructed to evaluate the comprehensive performance of enterprises. Then the assembly 

line balance (ALB) model and the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) method were integrated 

to construct a model (MILP-ALB) for evaluating the optimized comprehensive performance of an 

industrial park. This model was applied to Yingbin Industrial Park in Harbin, China. Simulation 

results indicate that the comprehensive performance of enterprises and their interactions determine the 

comprehensive performance of the industrial park. Results also demonstrate that the MILP-ALB 

model is applicable in evaluating the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park. 

Furthermore, the model can reveal the effects of the newly introduced enterprise on the optimized 

performance. Given these results, the model is a useful tool for performance optimization. 
(Received in February 2015, accepted in October 2015. This paper was with the authors 3 months for 1 revision.) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Industrial park development projects, which are an effective approach to achieve economic 

development, are receiving increasing attention from governments of various countries 

worldwide [1]. Circular economy theory states that in industrial parks, wastes from one 

industrial process can serve as raw materials for another [2], and producers and consumers of 

materials, energy, and wastes form an ecosystem. Thus, industrial parks are a community of 

enterprises, which aims to obtain a high comprehensive performance by collaborating 

environmental management and reuse [3, 4]. The comprehensive performance of the industrial 

park includes economic, social, and environmental benefits. The economic benefits have 

received more attention than social and environmental benefits in China’s industrial parks [5, 
6]. According to the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s 

Republic of China, from January to June 2014, 222 national industrial parks yielded US$ 

421.646 billion, added valued in tertiary industry of US$ 140.365 billion, fiscal revenue of 

US$ 118.995 billion, and tax revenue of US$ 100.657 billion, with year-on-year growth by 

12.3 %, 14.7 %, 18.7 %, and 15.2 %, respectively, which are higher than the national growing 

rates (7.2 %, 8 %, 8.8 %, and 8.5 %, respectively) by 5.1 %, 6.7 %, 9.9 %, and 6.7 %, 

respectively. The survey of 18 industrial parks by All-China Environment Federation showed 

that 100 %, 78 %, and 17 % of industrial parks have water, air, and solid waste pollution, 

respectively. High economic benefits but low environmental and social benefits do not result 

in optimal performance but hamper the development of the industrial park. Hence, how to 

optimize the comprehensive performance of industrial parks to achieve harmonious 

development of economy, environment, and society is a problem that needs to be solved. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Numerous researchers have focused on optimizing the performance of industrial parks. 

Efforts are particularly expended to mathematical modelling of the performance optimization 

of industrial parks. The models of performance optimization of industrial parks are mostly 

based on the following theories: Input–Output Theory [7, 8], Complex Systems Theory [9, 
10], Network Theory [11, 12], and Mathematical Programming Theory [13, 14]. Different 

models focus on various aspects of industrial park performance. 

      Several models emphasize the economic issues of industrial parks because promoting 

economic growth is an important function of industrial parks. Kong et al. [15] focused on cost 

reduction. Their group developed a dynamic mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 

model to optimize by-product distribution, which provided the optimal solution in terms of 

total cost reduction. Given the increasing attention paid to environmental issues, many 

scholars begin to emphasize the environmental performance of industrial parks. For example, 

Taskhiri et al. [16] proposed an MILP model to minimize the energy of an interplant water 

network in an industrial park. This model considered the environmental effects of water use, 

energy consumption, and capital goods within an industrial park in a balanced approach. Tian 

and Zhao [17] developed an energy network flow model based on the energy hub concept 

model to model and optimize the energy network flow for the energy conservation and 

emission reduction in the Big Harbor Industrial Park. Environment-focused models usually 

provide technical supports for resource saving and environmental friendship. 

      A well planned, functioning industrial park is speculated to benefit the economy and 

substantially relieve environmental pressure in and near the location of its development [18, 
19]. Scholars have attempted to integrate different aspects of performance to obtain a holistic 

understanding of the industrial park. For example, Aviso et al. [20] constructed a bi-level 

fuzzy optimization model for optimizing the water exchange network of plants in an eco-

industrial park to investigate the effect of charging fees for the purchase of freshwater and 

treatment of wastewater. This model particularly focuses on the economic and environmental 

benefits of industrial parks. Gu et al. [21] investigated on material and energy of an industrial 

park and proposed an essential mathematical optimization model. The model serves as a 

developmental tool to reduce relative environmental pollution, industrial waste treatment cost, 

and delivery cost by optimizing material and energy flow exchanges in an industrial park. 

This model can maximize exchanges among industries to achieve a maximal recycling of the 

circulation. 

      Nevertheless, few studies have investigated the social performance of industrial parks. 

Although several scholars attempted to synthesize environment, facilities, business synergism, 

and green image into a framework to help companies gauge their goal of environmental 

stewardship [22], little consideration has been given to quantitative evaluation of the social 

aspects of industrial park performance, let alone the comprehensive performance integrating 

the social issues. The present study aims to develop a mathematical model (MILP-assembly 

line balance – ALB model) to respond to the above challenges. The developed model uses one 

comprehensive value to reflect the holistic performance of an industrial park, including 

economic, social, and environmental performance, and can be used for performance 

optimization. 

      The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the construction of 

the member assessment model to evaluate the comprehensive performance of each enterprise. 

In this section, the assembly line balancing (ALB) model and the MILP method are integrated 

to construct a model for evaluating the optimized comprehensive performance of an industrial 

park. In Section 4, the MILP-ALB model is applied in a real industrial park, and the model 

provides problem description, simulation procedures, and relevant data. Section 5 gives the 
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results through a simulation. In section 6, the most suitable new enterprise is obtained to 

introduce into the industrial park and the effectiveness of MILP-ALB model is examined 

through discussion about simulation results. Conclusions are summarized in Section 7. 

3. MODEL CONSTRUCTION 

3.1  Member assessment model 

The member assessment model aims to make the comprehensive performance of the 

enterprise thoroughly characterize the benefits of each member enterprise on economy, 

society, and environment, as well as their interactions. 

      The economic performance of an enterprise, fec, is equal to the net profit Pn divided by the 

total profit Pt of the enterprise: 
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      The environmental performance of an enterprise in the industrial park, fen, can be shown 

as: 
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where Wu is the amount of waste utilization of the enterprise in the industrial park and Wg is 

the total amount of waste generated by the enterprise before introduced into the industrial 

park. 

      fso represents the social performance of an enterprise in the industrial park and is defined 

as: 
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where Ei is the increased amount of enterprise employment after the introduction of the 

enterprise to the industrial park, Et is the total employment of the enterprise, Ta is the increase 

of national tax revenue caused by the introduction of the enterprise into the industrial park, Tt 

is the total amount of tax of the enterprise in the industrial park, αe is the weight of 

employment, and αt is the weight of tax. In the social benefit analysis, employment and tax 

revenue play an equally significant role in the development of Chinese society. Thus,  

αe = αt = 0.5 can be proposed. 

      To integrate the economic, environmental, and social performance of one enterprise, three 

coordinate axes are represented by fec, fen, and fso in the 3D coordinate in Fig. 1; the measures 

of which are the same. The values of fec, fen, and fso of an enterprise in the industrial park can 

be obtained using Eqs. (1) to (3) and are marked on the corresponding coordinate axis. By 

connecting the points of fec, fen, and fso into lines, a triangular pyramid is obtained. Economic, 

social, and environmental performance can be expressed by the right-angle sides of the three 

rectangular pyramid. The comprehensive performance of the enterprise, ti, can be calculated 

as the volume of the three rectangular pyramid and is dimensionless. The member assessment 

model can be written as: 

soeneci ffft 
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Figure 1: Comprehensive performance of enterprise A. 

      For example, in Fig. 1, the fec, fen, and fso of enterprise A are 0.80, 0.50, and 0.60, 

respectively. According to Eq. (4), the comprehensive performance of enterprise A is: 
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      In industrial parks, the material, energy, and fund flows are along the industrial chain and 

move from one enterprise to another consecutively. By providing a comprehensive 

performance of member enterprises, the comprehensive performance of the industrial park 

can be further investigated. 

3.2  Mixed Integer Linear Programming-Assembly Line Balance (MILP-ALB) model 

An assembly line is a flow-oriented production system, in which the production units, referred 

to as stations, are arranged in a serial manner to perform assembly operations. The workpieces 

visit stations successively as they are moved along the line by the transportation system. An 

assembly line consists of (work) stations arranged along a conveyor belt, which delivers 

workpieces from one station to another. Manufacturing a product on an assembly line requires 

partitioning the total amount of work into a set of elementary operations named task. 

Precedence constraints between tasks can be observed by organizational conditions. Certain 

operations are performed repeatedly at each station, and the operation time determines the 

cycle time of the assembly line (maximum or average time available for each work cycle). 

      The industrial chain of an industrial park is similar to an assembly line in that material, 

energy, and fund flows are significant [23]. Stations of the assembly line are used to represent 

enterprises, and an industrial chain may consist of enterprises k = {1, …, K} arranged along 

the chain of the industrial park. The enterprises in an industrial park are strongly coupled to 

each other by the exchange of material, energy, or fund flow, which essentially constitute the 

industrial chain of the industrial park. The industrial park has its own comprehensive 

performance [24, 25], and a bottleneck effect is produced when the comprehensive 

performance of one member enterprise (i.e., ti) is low [26]. This issue can be addressed by 

balancing the assembly line (ALB) model, which aims to support the decision maker in 

configuring the comprehensive performance of the industrial park. 

      Based on the ALB model which was proposed by Liu and Yu [27], the comprehensive 

performance of the industrial park and the interaction among enterprises in the industrial park 

can be described as follows: 
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      In Eq. (5), Xik represents the interaction between enterprise i and enterprise k. If enterprise 

i has no business with enterprise k, the value of Xik is zero, and otherwise, the value is 1. 

1
1




K

k

ikX  means the interactions between the enterprises of the industrial park. The 

comprehensive performance of all the related enterprises is integrated to obtain the 

comprehensive performance of the industrial park (i.e., z'), which can be expressed as 
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      To obtain the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park, we must 

obtain the optimal solution of Eq. (5). Thus, some binary variables (0, 1) are introduced: 






0

1
ijx   (6) 

      xij = 1 means that there exits an direct interaction between enterprise i and enterprise j in 

the industrial chain, and xij = 0 means no direct interaction. An industrial chain includes at 

least two enterprises, and thus we have the following equations:   
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      Meanwhile, sufficient constraints should be involved in this model to avoid sub-

circulation in the industrial chain. Thus, an extra variable ui (i = 2, 3, …, n) is appended to the 

model. The ui variable is continuous, and it is an integer variable in the optimum solution. The 

constraint condition can be expressed as:  

1 nnxuu ijji    nji 2  (9) 

      Eq. (9) implies two issues. First, any sub-circulation in the industrial chain does not meet 

the constraint condition of Eq. (9) [Issue (1)]. Second, the constraint condition of Eq. (9) is 

met in the entire circulation of the industrial chain [Issue (2)]. 

      Issue (1) is proved by the reductio ad absurdum. If a sub-circulation exists in the industrial 

chain, the sub-circulation does not contain at least a certain enterprise (for example, enterprise 

1). Therefore, this sub-circulation can be marked as i1i2 
… 

iki1. The above conditions can be 

given as: 
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      By adding the above formulas, we can obtain:  

1 nn   (11) 

      This is evidently unreasonable. Thus Issue (1) is proved.  

      Issue (2) is proved using the construction method. The sub industrial chains outside the 

circulation can be expressed as 1i1 
… 

in-11. ui represents an enterprise's frequency of being 

flowed through by material, energy, and fund flows, the value range of which is  

{0, 1, 
…

, n – 2}. Thus: 

2 nuu ji    nji 2  (12) 
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      The relationships among the frequency of enterprises inside the circulation can be 

expressed as: 
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      The relationships among the frequency of enterprises outside the circulation can be 

expressed as: 
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      Any industrial chain (inside and outside the circulation) is evidently valid in Eq. (9). Issue 

2 is proved.  

      On the basis of the foregoing discussions, Eq. (5) is translated into the MILP model, 

named the MILP-ALB model. The objective of the model is to solve the optimal solution of 

the comprehensive performance of the industrial park. More reasonable, whole chain indicates 

higher utilization and performance. The MILP-ALB model for obtaining the optimized 

comprehensive performance of the industrial park can be written as: 
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(15) 

where z is the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park and is 

dimensionless. 

4. CASE STUDY 

4.1  Overview of Yingbin Industrial Park 

The MILP-ALB model is applied in Yingbin Industrial Park in Harbin, China. This park is 

located in the west of Daoli district of Harbin and is affiliated to Harbin High & New 

Technology Industrial Development Zone. The park area is about 12.2 square kilometres. The 

enterprises in the industrial park include wood processing factory (WPF), paper mill (PM), 

printing house (PH), chemical building materials factory (FCBM), construction 

company (CC), pipe mill (PMI), air-conditioning equipment company (AEC), and 

equipment installing company (EIC). These enterprises produce different products and by-

products and constitute an industrial chain by exchanging materials, energy, and funds. The 

movements of material, energy, and fund flows are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: Aerial view of Yingbin Industrial Park. 

4.2  Formulation of problems 

The industrial park plans to introduce a salt plant (SP) to increase its performance 

significantly. The selection of the new enterprise depends on the comprehensive performance 

of the industrial park after its introduction. The one, which results in the highest performance 

of the park, should be introduced. Thus, the problem of selection per se is performance 

optimization. The industrial chain of the industrial park with SP is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Figure 3: Topology graph of Yingbin Industrial Park (with the salt plant). 
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      Suppose that ti of SP (tiSP) starts from 0, and it increases 0.0001 in each simulation 

calculation. The values of tiSP and ti, and the directions of inflow and outflow of material, 

energy, and fund based on the industrial park topology graph are incorporated into the 

program code for the MILP-ALB model. The optimized comprehensive performance of the 

industrial park (i.e., z) is obtained by using the simulation technique. The change of the 

increase rate of z is then simulated by changing tiSP to investigate the relationship between the 

comprehensive performance of the new enterprise and the optimized comprehensive 

performance of the industrial park. 

      Simulation is carried out as follows: 

      (1) Model transformation. The MILP-ALB model is translated into program codes by 

using the Linear Interactive and General Optimizer (LINGO) software. Eq. (15) is translated 

into computer language. 

      (2) Analyzing enterprise relationships. By depicting Yingbin Industrial Park topology 

graph, the material, energy, and fund flows in the industrial park are deciphered. 

      (3) Data collection. The data of the net profit (Pn), total profit (Pt), waste utilization (Wu), 

total waste (Wg), increase of employment (Ei), total employment (Et), increase of national tax 

revenue (Ta), and total tax (Tt) of each enterprise are collected through survey or from 

statistical materials. 

      (4) The comprehensive performance of enterprises in Yingbin Industrial Park is 

calculated. The economic (fec), environmental (fen), and social performance (fso) of each 

enterprise are calculated according to Eqs. (1) to (3). The comprehensive performance of the 

enterprise (i.e., ti) is calculated according to Eq. (4). 

      (5) The optimized comprehensive performance of Yingbin Industrial Park is simulated. 

The comprehensive performance of enterprises and their relationships in the industrial park 

are inputted into the MILP-ALB model. The optimized comprehensive performance of 

Yingbin Industrial Park is then calculated using LINGO software on a Core 2.66 GHz 

Windows PC with Intel Core®i5-750, 8 GBs RAM. 

4.3  Data collection and processing 

The data of Pn, Pt, Wu, Wg, Ei, Et, Ta, and Tt of each original enterprise of Yingbin Industrial 

Park are obtained from the Statistics Department of Harbin High & New Technology 

Industrial Development Zone (Table I). 

      The fec, fso, fen, and ti of each original enterprise are calculated based on the data in Table I, 

and the results are shown in Table II. 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS 

5.1  Simulation of the optimized comprehensive performance with different performance 

of SP 

The comprehensive performance of original enterprises is presented in Table II. The assumed 

value of the comprehensive performance of SP (i.e., tiSP) and their relationships (see Fig. 3) 

into the MILP-ALB model, and the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial 

park (i.e., z) can be calculated. The optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial 

park with SP is obtained with the increase of tiSP from zero. Simulation results illustrate the 

correlation between z and tiSP (see Fig. 4). 

      As shown in Fig. 4, z does not increase with the increase of tiSP when tiSP is small. A 

stepwise increase in z can be found as tiSP increases. When tiSP is sufficiently large, an equal 

proportional relationship exists between the two values. 
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Table I: Data of enterprises in Yingbin Industrial Park. 

Company WPF PM PH FCBM CC PMI AEC EIC 

Net profit Pn  

(yuan per year) 
3.0×107 5.0×106 1.3×107 2.3×106 2.0×106 4.0×107 9.6×106 1.0×107 

Total profit Pt 

(yuan per year) 
2.5×108 2.4×107 1.9×108 2.6×107 1.0×107 3.6×108 7.4×107 1.2×108 

Waste utilization 

Wu (kg) 
4.0×104 3.0×104 3.0×104 2.0×104 1.5×104 6.5×104 1.2×105 1.0×104 

Total waste Wg 

(kg) 
1.0×105 9.0×104 5.0×104 9.5×104 6.0×104 1.0×105 3.0×105 3.0×104 

Increased amount 

of employment Ei 

(number of people) 

100 50 100 170 300 149 100 60 

The total 

employment Et 

(number of people) 

900 350 1000 800 200 753 400 200 

Increase of 

national tax 

revenue Ta  

(yuan per year) 

2.0×107 1.0×106 9.0×106 3.0×106 6.0×105 1.0×107 2.5×106 7.0×106 

Total tax Tt  

(yuan per year) 
6.0×107 7.0×106 8.0×107 1.5×107 5.0×106 5.0×107 2.2×107 2.5×107 

Table II: Economic, environmental, social, and comprehensive performance of enterprises. 

Company WPF PM PH FCBM CC PMI AEC EIC 

Economic 

performance fec 

(dimensionless) 

0.12 0.21 0.07 0.09 0.2 0.11 0.13 0.08 

Environmental 

performance fen 

(dimensionless) 
0.4 0.3 0.6 0.21 0.25 0.65 0.4 0.33 

Social performance 

fso (dimensionless) 
0.22 0.14 0.11 0.21 0.14 0.2 0.18 0.29 

Comprehensive 

performance of 

member enterprises 

ti (dimensionless) 

1.8×10-3 1.7×10-3 7.0×10-4 6.3×10-4 1.1×10-3 2.4×10-3 1.6×10-3 1.3×10-3 

 

      Fig. 5 depicts the increase rate of z with increasing tiSP and characterizes the effect of the 

growth of the comprehensive performance of SP on the increase of the optimized 

comprehensive performance of the industrial park. By observing the relationship between z 

and tiSP, we can determine how the comprehensive performance of the new member affects 

the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park. 

      In Fig. 5, the increase rate of z remains zero with relatively small tiSP. The increase rate of 

z fluctuates when tiSP increases. However, the increase rate of z becomes stable when tiSP is 

sufficiently large (> 0.0096 in this case). 
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Figure 4: Changes of z with tiSP. 

 

Figure 5: Changes of the increase rate of z with 
iSPt . 

      tiSP = 0 indicates that SP is not introduced into the industrial park, as shown in Figs. 4 and 

5. Thus, the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park without SP is the 

initial comprehensive performance of Yingbin Industrial Park (z = 0.0066). Results show that 

the highest increase rate is 1.4 when the compressive performance of SP is 0.0064, which is 

approximately equal to the initial performance of the industrial park of 0.0066. In the 

succeeding section, the relationship between the initial performance of the industrial park and 

the comprehensive performance of SP is further investigated. 

5.2  Simulation of the optimized comprehensive performance with different initial  

comprehensive performance of the park 

Figs. 6 to 8 show the simulation results when the initial value of Yingbin Industrial Park 

comprehensive performance is 0.0020, 0.0055, 0.0090, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. 

Similar changes of the increase rate of z with the increase of tiSP as shown in Fig. 5 can be 

observed. The increase rate of z is equal to zero when the value of tiSP is small. With relatively 

large tiSP, the increase rate of z remains 1. Furthermore, an approximately equal relationship 

exists between the initial comprehensive performance of Yingbin Industrial Park and tiSP 

when the increase rate of z reaches the highest value. Simulation analysis of other initial 

values of Yingbin Industrial Park comprehensive performance exhibits similar results but is 

not graphically represented in this paper because of the large number of figures involved. 
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Figure 6: Changes of the increase rate of z when its initial values are 0.0020 and 0.0055. 

 

Figure 7: Changes of the increase rate of z when its initial values are 0.009 and 0.01. 

 

Figure 8: Changes of the increase rate of z when its initial values are 0.1 and 0.2. 

6. DISCUSSION 

As shown in Fig. 4, when 0 < tiSP ≤ 0.0017, z remains 0.0066. This finding indicates that the 

low-performance SP has no effect on the optimized comprehensive performance of the 

industrial park, even if the SP can extend the chain of the industrial park. When  

0.0017 < tiSP ≤ 0.0096, the value of z (0.0066 < z < 0.0096) increases with increasing tiSP. This 

finding implies that the increase of the comprehensive performance of the new member 

results in the improvement of the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park 

when tiSP reaches a certain value (tiSP = 0.0017). This trend is consistent with the actual 
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situation. If the value of tiSP is greater than 0.0096, then the value of z is equal to tiSP (z = tiSP, 

tiSP ≥ 0.0096). The equal relationship between z and tiSP shows that after expanding tiSP to a 

certain extent (tiSP ≥ 0.0096), the comprehensive performance of the new member (SP) 

represents the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park; that is, the 

industrial chain of the industrial park is dominated by high-performance SP. 

      Increasing the value of tiSP does not always result in the increase rate of z. For example, z 

is equal to 0.0074 when tiSP is changed from 0.0039 to 0.0045; thus, the increase rate of z 

remains 0 (see Fig. 5). As previously discussed, low-performance SP cannot increase the 

optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park. Fig. 5 shows that the increase 

rate of z is equal to zero when the performance of SP is less than 0.0017. High-performance 

SP can increase the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park, but the 

increase rate of z remains 1. The increase rate of z reaches the maximum value (z = 1.4) when 

tiSP = 0.0064 (see Fig. 5). From the optimization perspective, the increase rate of performance 

is more important than the performance itself. Thus, we argue that SP with performance of 

0.0064 can most greatly help the industrial park achieve performance optimization. A unique 

best SP apparently exists among the medium-performance SPs (0.0017 < tiSP < 0.0096), the 

comprehensive performance of which corresponds to the maximum increase rate of the 

optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park. 

      In summary, the simulation results indicate that low-performance SP has no effect on the 

optimized comprehensive performance of Yingbin Industrial Park. High-performance SP can 

dominate the industrial chain of Yingbin Industrial Park. The increase rate of the 

comprehensive performance of Yingbin Industrial Park can reach the maximum only when 

the comprehensive performance of SP is within the medium-performance range. The most 

suitable SP can greatly help Yingbin Industrial Park achieve performance optimization, when 

its comprehensive performance and the initial comprehensive performance of Yingbin 

Industrial Park are approximately equal to each other. These findings can be further proved by 

the changes of the increase rate of the optimized comprehensive performance of Yingbin 

Industrial Park with different initial comprehensive performance of the park (see Figs. 6 to 8). 

      SP significantly increases the increase rate of the comprehensive performance of Yingbin 

Industrial Park, when its comprehensive performance is 0.0064. SP with this performance is 

the most suitable new enterprise for Yingbin Industrial Park. Basing on this result, Yingbin 

Industrial Park has introduced a suitable SP. The data of the first six months obtained from 

the Statistics Department of Harbin High & New Technology Industrial Development Zone 

show that the performance of Yingbin Industrial Park has improved remarkably. Thus, the 

simulation results of the MILP-ALB model fit the facts, indicating the effectiveness of the 

proposed model. 

7. CONCLUSION 

To optimize the comprehensive performance of the industrial park, this paper constructs the 

MILP-ALB model and tests the model through simulation. The following conclusions are 

obtained: 

      (1) The comprehensive performance of enterprises of the industrial park, including 

economic, social, and environmental performance, can be expressed and calculated by the 

member assessment model. 

      (2) The comprehensive performance of the industrial park is affected by the performance 

of enterprises and their interactions and can be calculated based on the ALB model. 

      (3) By applying the MILP method, the MILP-ALB model can be constructed to obtain the 

optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park. 
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      (4) The simulation results show that the MILP-ALB model can reveal the relationship 

between the optimized comprehensive performance of the industrial park and the 

comprehensive performance of the new introduced enterprise. Thus, the model is a useful tool 

for managers to select appropriate enterprises into the industrial park to achieve performance 

optimization. 

      The program code used in this paper is still preliminary. For example, when the number of 

enterprise in the industrial park is greater than 512, the size of the MILP-ALB model is large 

in LINGO and thus solving the model is difficult. Further studies on programming algorithm 

optimization for the MILP-ALB model should be considered in the future. 
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